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Abstract

The sustained increase in unemployment rates in Western Europe has provided
macroeconomists with an unusual opportunity to test competing theories of
unemployed resources and to provide a unifying explanation that transcends
national boundaries. We find that much of the cross-country variation of
long-term unemployment and unfinished spell duration can be predicted by a
simple Harris-Todaro model of "wait unemployment" alluded to by Summers
(1986) in the U.S context. The model can also account for slower growth of
service sector employment in Europe over the past ten years.

This note summarizes very preliminary work and has benefitted from
conversations with Chris Pissarides and Andrew Oswald. I am grateful to the
Centre for Labour Economics of the LSE and INSEAD for research support.



The sustained increase in unemployment rates in Western

Europe has provided macroeconomists with an unusual opportunity to

test competing theories of unemployed resources and to provide a

unifying explanation that transcends national boundaries. Yet

there appears to be as much confusion now as there was a decade

ago, when it became evident that jobless rates were not likely to

recover levels of the early 1970s.

All attempts to account for the dramatic rise in joblessness

have fallen short. The "European depression" view that only

deficient aggregate demand is to blame has lost considerable

credibility after more than five years. While Germany and the

United Kinddom have pursued restrictive fiscal policy paths, so

have Sweden, Finland, Denmark and Norway, with declines in

unemployment over the same per-iod. 1 Similarly, the "diseguilibr um

real wage hypothesis," which maintains that wages are too high

relative to levels consistent with full employment, has been

challenged by the limited response of employment to significant

decline in product wages. The lack of convincing follow-up

evidence has cast doubt on "hysteresis" models in which insiders

set wages that effectively exclude outsiders (Alogoskoufis and

1
In the period 1982-1986, the government deficit in Sweden as a

fraction of GDP was reduced from 6.3% to 0.3%; in Norway, a
surplus of 4.47. of GDP was increased to 5.97..; in Finland, a
deficit of 0.47. has been transformed into a surplus of 0.67... The
most astonishing case has been Denmark, where in four years a
deficit of 9.17. of GDP was reduced to a surplus of 3.47..



Manning 1987, OECD 1987). In general, one can question the premise

that the unions and concomitant insensitivity of the union wage to

labor market conditions always raise the natural 	 rate

unemployment, since unemployed workers can presumably always seek

employment in the nonunion sector.

An intriguing alternative has been suggested by Summers

(1986). In assessing the modest but detectable rise in average

unemployment rates in the United States, he finds that much of the

increase is attributable first to job losers in the so-called

prithary sectors: manufacturing, mining and resource extraction,

and construction. While total employment growth is found to be

orthogonal to rates of unemployment in the cross section of fifty

states, he finds a strong negative correlation between growth in

high wage jobs and unemployment Fates. In addition, there

evidence that states with high unionization rates generally have

higher unemployment, controlling for industrial structure and

other factors. He concludes:

"These findings on the relationship between changes in
employment and unemployment are instructive. They
suggest that in analyzing recent changes in unemployment
in the United States, is not enough to focus on the
determination of the total level of employment. It is
also necessary to examine the composition of employment
growth and to consider the incentives individuals may
have to remain unemployed." (p.370)

Summers' evidence is indeed	 suggestive of a segmented labor

market in which many unemployed choose the strategy of queueing

for high paying jobs rather than taking less attractive work in

the secondary sector. This model of "wait unemployment" has its



origins in the seminal work of Harris and Todaro (1970), with

variations by, for example, Calvo (1978) and McDonald and Sol ow

(1985).

While corresponding closely to the current popular views of

both casual local and foreign observers, this idea has aroused
.7,

relatively little academic interest in European context. - Summers

himself dismisses the relevance of "wait unemployment" for Europe,

arguing that increasing unemployment there has been associated

with a cessation of lob creation, distinguishing it sharply from

the United States. This Judgment may be premature. Zero total

employment growth in Europe has masked significant and opposite

trends in the manufacturing and service sectors. While

manufacturing employment in OECD Europe declined by 10.9% from

1979 to 1986 (14.0% in EEC), employment in services --defined as

trade, transport and communications, finance and personal

services-- increased by 10.3% (11.27. in the EEC). - Second, most of

the long term unemployed are job losers in high paid manufacturing

jobs, with relatively higher than average previous experience.

Finally, there is evidence that European labor force growth is

more highly correlated with growth in total-- not manufacturing--

-See, for example, the Wall Street Journal Europe Feb 5, 1983,

p .1.

`Source: OECD Labor Force Statistics 1965-1985, and more recent
quarterly reports.
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4
employment.

In this paper we take the position that "wait unemployment,"

which contains both involuntary and voluntary elements, can make a

powerful contribution to explaining the increase in normal

unemployment that has occurred in some European economies; more

important ly, it is capable of explaining why this increase has not

occurred in others. Using a simple model we formalize some of the

predictions of segmented labor markets for "wait" unemployment.

The most evident prediction is that economies :Jith higher levels

of Linemployment benefits will have higher average unemployment

rates and hioher duratio of unemployment spells. In addition, the

model predicts thal_ countries with segmented markets and high

rates of labor force growth will show more rapid growth D4 the

secondary sector. The model also implies that the correlation

between changes in unemployment and the labor force is positively

associated with the level of unemployment benefit. These

implications are tested on a cross-section of OUT) countries,

allowing are thus better able to abstract from the business cycle

considerations.

The paper is or ganized as follows. Section 1 discusses long

term unemployment as a significant contributory factor to the rise

in normal unemployment in Europe. In addition, striking

cross-country differences in long term unemployment and average

incomplete spell duration are identified. Section 2 develops a

4
Over the period 1975-1985, the labor force in OECD Europe grew at
an average 0.8% rate (0.7% in EEC), total civilian employment by
0.1% (no growth in EEC), whereas total manufacturing employment
shrank by -1.4% per annum (-1.7% in the EEC).



simple model in the style of Harris and Todaro's (1970), and

develops some elementary predictions. In Section 3 we test these,

predictions on a cross-section of OECD data heavily weighted

towards Europe. The final section draws some tentative

conclusions.

1. Long Term Unem p loyment and Unemployment Duration in Europe

The OECD is often credited for ha ying drawn attention early

on to a particularly salient characteristic of high European

une4loyment, the extent to which it consists of logo term

- Table 1 displays the percentage of	 unemployed

individuals with uncompleted spells of twelve months or more, for

select years in several OECD economies. It is notable that even in

1979, a boom year, long term unemployed represented a significant

component of unemployment in Belgium, the Netherlands, Spain, and

Ireland. Even more striking is the hioh level of correlation over

time of these percentages in the cross section of OECD countries

for which these data are available. Between 1979 and 1986, the

simple correlation in this sample of 15 countries is 0.90; between

1973 and 1979 (7 countries) the correlation is 0.94.

There is a strono empirical association between average

unemployment rates-- roughly correlated with the natural rate of

unemployment-- and average durations of uncompleted unemployment

spells. This association is intuitive, since for a constant exit

0.
See the first issue of the Emplo yment Outlook, 1983.



probability, the stock of unemployment is a product of a flow and

an average duration. Given the relative constancy of inflow rates,

some have inferred that the rise in European unemployment reflects

primarily a decrease in the escape probability from unemployment,

rather than an increase in the rate of job loss. Pissarides (1985)

adduces evidence for the United Kingdom that changes in outflows

have accounted for nearly all movement in the unemployment rates

since the earl y 1970s. In contrast, the unemployment rate in the

United States seems driven largely by changes in inflows (Plant,

Halfiwanoer. and Darby 1986). This striking difference has been

emphasized in a different context by Blanchard and Summers (198.

Table 8). Data from the Bundesanstalt Arbeit on both quarterly

flows into unemployment as well as the number of individuals

unemployed for less than one month confirm this phenomenon for

the Federal Republic of Germany.
6

While long term unemployment is in principle consistent with

a variety of causes, the dispersion of long term unemployment

across countries shown in Table 1 may rule out certain systematic

factors common to all countries. Table 2 displays average

durations of incompleted spells of joblessness in 1973, 1979, and

1982. As with the long term unemployment data, the ranking is

stable over time,	 yet	 reflects	 substantial	 cross—country

variation. The high correlation between long term unemployment. and

6
For example, in 1979, the quarterly inflow rate into registered
unemployment as a fraction of all employment was 2.74%; in 1986,
the rate was 3.547.. Over the same period, the unemployment rate
rose from 3.8% to 9.0%.

7



incomplete spell durations even in the earlier two years (0.98 for

both 1973 and 1979) confirms the tight relationship alluded to

above.

In the next section we derive some predictions from a

segemented labor market model which attribute long term

unemployment--abstacting from "frictional" and "search" elements--

to queueino for lobs in the primary sector. Such models have clear

implications for the relationship between the level of

unemployment and conditions in the primary sector and the best

altefrnative available to unemployed workers.

2. A Segmented Market. Model.

The model presented here is a hybrid of several approaches to

modelling segmented labor markets, including Harris and Todaro

(1970), Calvo (1978), and McDonald and Solow (1985). We make

several simplifying assumptions that render the model more

tractable. We assume risk neutrality of both firms and workers.

The latter are in constant total supply, L, and are equally

capable of work in either the primary or secondary sector. In the

primary sector, which might represent the industrial sector, we

assume the union bargains with the employers' association over

wages and employment, following McDonald and Solow's elaboration

8



insurance and business service, are associated

8
compensation levels.

with	 high

7
of Leontief's (1946) efficient contracts. The secondary sector

consists of lower—paid service sector jobs for which the wage is

determined by market clearing. This distinction should not be:

taken too literally, as it is well—recognized that some elements

of the service sector broadly defined,	 especially banking,

Let us first describe the outcome of Nash (symmetric)

bar4aining over the wage and employment in the primary sector.

Revenue for the industry is given by R(e,L), where L is employment

and e is a shift parameter. We assume aR /ae:.(, aRiaL>o, and

a kiaL 0. With perfect competition in output markets, R is simpl'y

the industry production function multiplied by the market price.

The -Fallback or threat point for the employers' association is

revenues covering variable costs (R=wL), and for the union it is

which is an unemployment benefit plus any monetary value of

9
leisure. With equal weights for both parties, the bargaining

process solves

' With the constant elasticity of revenue specification, this could
be replaced with a monopoloy union, or with bargaining along the
labor demand curve a la Carruth and Oswald (1987); none of the
results is altered. Although we do not investigate this
possibility, the model might also be consistent with efficiency
wages paid in the primary sector.

This point is stressed by US discussants of the "American

employment miracle." See for example, Norwood (1986).This presumes that in case of a breakdown of negotiations, the
wage in the secondary sector would be bid down to b.

9



max (R(19,L)-wL)(w-b)L,
w,L

where w is the wage. The first order conditions are:

w = b + [R(L)-wL]/L	 (1)

(w-R')L = R(L)-wL	 (2)

Equation (1) looks suspiciously like profit-sharinn, and 	 (2)	 is

the familiar result that the wage in such bargains e x ceeds the

marginal revenue product of labor. These two conditions can be

rewritten as

R'= b

w = .5(b+R(L)/L)	 (4)

In this two-part rule, employment is set to equate the marginal

revenue of labor to the worker's best available alternative; the

wawe paid is the averape of b and revenue per worker. A well-known

result is that if R(69,L) possesses the isoelastic form eL c* with

0<a<1, the bargained wage w will be insensitive to shifts in e.
As McDonald and Solow (1985), we also assume this form. It is easy

to show that the bargained level of employment and wages are given

by L
m 

= (b/cte) ir(a-1) and wm=	 > b. It follows that

.
aL= (b/a0)	 /b(-1)	 0	 (5)b

Lm = (biae)"a-"/02(a-1) :> 0	 (8)
bb

1.,(04-1>
L ffi = -(bia0)	 /e (cc-1)	 0	 (7)
0



fri	 2

.	
Ol

ee
= -(b/e) 1/(0t-1)

:lb
2 

(04 - 1 )

and

2	 .	 _
L
M = -(b/ae) 1,/(a-0

/eb(a-1)

where subscripts are shorthand for partial deriviatives. The last

prediction implies that increasing unemployment benefits are

associated with less responsiveness of employment to shifts in the

revenue function.

In the secondary sector, employment is determined by a labor

s s
demand curve L (w ) with L - '<0. Individuals can choose to supply

labor to the secondary sector at wage w which is determined

competitively, or remain unemployed and receive b. In the latter

state, one can participate in a lottery for a job in the primary

sector. Each period, a fraction 6 of employment in the primary

sector is released --either through turnover or retirement-- and

is replaced from the pool of unemployed workers. It is well-known

that if secondary sector workers are unable to queue for these

jobs while working, there will be unemployment. In a famous paper.

Harris and Todaro (1970) characterized urban unemployment in

developing countries in this fashion.

It has been noted in many contexts that it is unreasonable to

assume that secondary workers do not also search in some way, and

some empirical evidence from the US indicates that on-the-job

search is important. On the other hand, such search must be more

difficult than when unemployed. At the very least one cannot be

out and about during normal working hours, nor can one be

(9)
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constantly near the telephone. If search on and off the job were

equally costly, the secondary sector wage would be bid into

equality with b, a seemingly unrealistic prediction. In the

Harris-Todaro model the answer is spatial: to work in the city one

must migrate from the country. In efficiency wage models where

monitoring in the primary sector is costly, it has been shown that

a separating equilibrium may result in which firms hire only from

the pool of unemployed, effectively using secondar y sector

employment as a screening device (Jones 1987). That attachment to

suchr secondary jobs is weak (turnover is high) may be indirect

evidence of this phenomenon (OECD Employment Outlook 1985).

If workers are mobile between the secondary sector and

unemployment, the reservation wage w for jobs in the secondary

sector will such that workers are indifferent between

secondary work and unemployment. In equilibrium, then, w - must

satisfy:

w 7's = b	 6Lm(wth-b)/U,	 (le)

-m swhere	 L-L eL , the pool of unemployed agents.

The model is depicted graphically in Figure I. The labor

force L spans the horizontal axis. The demand for labor in the

secondary sector is drawn from left to right in the usual way. The

bargain struck by the union and management is at point A, with

employment Lm such that marginal revenue equals b. The reservation

10
See Doeringer and Piore's description of secondary work cited

McDonald and Solow (1985).
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wage for work in the secondary sector is given by the segment of

the hyperbola defined by (10) passing though and below point A

with w -=b as a lower asymptote. Employment in the secondary sector

is determined by competitive forces; i.e., the intersection of the

reservation wage and secondary sector labor demand schedules

(point. B). Unemployment is simply the difference between the labor

force and L.111+1.S.

The implications of this stylized model for the over age

duration of unemployment are str-kightforward to derive. is

the -probability of emplo yment for an unemployed agent., a spell of

-1
unemployment will last a periods with probability X(1-X)

Assuming the "forcino	 iables" are constant, expected duration
co

i-1
is thus	 E	 ( 1.-X)	 e-X (di dX) E( 1-X )	 X (d/dX)	 =

	

i=1	 i=i
m

But X = 61_."/U, so the e)<pected duration is U/OL . . This is. of

course, the 1 nk between the unemployment rate and long term

unemployment. Any conclueions drawn with respect to unemployment

will have ifflolif:at. ions for the	 ante duration	 of	 that.

unemployment.

Note that unemployment in this model is neither precisely

involuntary or voluntary. Unemployed individuals are indifferent

between unemployment and work in the secondary sector, and at the

margin will turn down some secondary work. They do however envy

those in the high wage primary jobs; in this sense they are

involuntarily unemployed. This is very much in the spirit of

1 3



current rethinking of the nature of unemployment. 1 1

We now present a central result for this model	 with

isoelastic revenue:

Lemma. In the "normal case, an increase in b leads to an increase
n w .

Proo f . - 
	 =(biat9)1/(a-I' and w in.= .5(1+a )b,	 Chen the	 condition

for equilibrium (10) can he written as

= b	 6L kw b)/U	 b[l '+'.56(1-a "/all

Part-iajly differentiatino v.4 5	 respect to b amd rewriting

(31.4 / ate=	 561_ /1..J -.56L m	(biL1)(dU/db)/aLl.

fit	 .
BUt. d Li/ dt.=-L b -L

S 
• ( aw /ab =	 tea) 

1../(a-1)
/b (1-a) -L. - Ow

S
ab, so

is	 aiohtforward to so2 e for 0:-4

aw
	 IT,	 iii	

) 2 /	 C1.-L ' (b/ U) (1-a (.561 1n ) / ati-.1-1.

The bracketed term is always positive, so (1-.56L1TI/U-.56(Lmill)2/a)

.
and aw /ab will have the same sign, or oiven that X=6L

M
/U.

11
	 (1978) writes:

"[T]he unemployed worker at any time can always find some iob at
once, and a firm can always fill a vacancy instantaneously. That
neither typically does so by choice is not difficult to understand
given the quality of the jobs and the employees which are easiest
to find. Thus there is an involuntary element in all unemployment,
in the sense that no one chooses bad luck over good; there is also
a voluntary element in all unemployment in the sense that however
miserable one's current work options. one can always choose to
accept them." (p. 354).

14



Ov4 - / Ob > 0	 X
2
+a6X-2a6 < 0

Since a and 6 are parameters of the model, the condition for a

"normal" (posit've/ response of w to b depends on the initial

value of X. Define the function f (X) = X2+a6X-2a6. Clearly f'>0,

,*
so we seek a critical value of X.	 , below which f(X)<0. Of the

two real roots of +, one is always positive; this is our X
*

:

-a6 + fa262 + 8a6
X -

is
As long as X<X

*
, aw - /Ob	 0.

Intuitively. the "normal case" excludes the probability of

employment for unemployed individuals be so high that the effect

of dislocated laborers in the primary sector dominates the direct

effects of higher b on w
s
as seen in equation (10). In order to

get an idea of how restrictive the "normal" case is, consider the

following numerical e x amples. For a=0.75 and 6=0.05, X
* 
=0.25:

increasing turnover 6 to 0.10 increases X to 0.35. For a lower

elasticity of revenue with respect to labor, a =0.67, we find that

X
*
=0.24 when 6=0.05 and increases to 0.31 when 6=0.10. For any

given plausible values of a and 6, the "abnormal case" is only

likely to obtain if employment probability is unrealistically

high.

Armed with this result, we are in a position to make the

following propositions:

Proposition. In the normal case, an increase in the unemployment
insurance benefit leads to higher unemployment.

15



- m
Proof. Differentiating U 	 L-L -L , we find

dUlab = -L
b
 - L '(Ows/ab)

which by the Lemma, s positive in the normal case. m

Proposition. Increases in the labor force L will induce increases
in secondary sector memployment L and have no effect on primary
sector employment L .

Proof. OL I=VOL= C:' '((5W ML M/U2 )(1-OL S/aL), so solving for aLs/ar.,

obtain

au'/ -u= - (1-6,14 ffi u m ' s• /1+2 ) -1 (<5, wm um us • / u2 ) > 0,

al,
whereas since L

M = (b/a9>	 , at_	 - 0.
m

Propositon. In the normal case and with L " �0, the effect of an
increase in the labor force on unemployment is positively related
to b.

-
First note that auiaL = 1-(au /au), which is as positive as

long as	 or as long as

-(1-6(wm-b) LM LS °./ UZ ) -1 (6(W-b) MOI L.7-' '/U2 )	 1.

Rearranged this condition is

s	 .
1 - 6(wm-b)LmL '/U2 > -6(wm-b)LmLs'/U2,

which always holds, so au/aL>o. Now rewrite au/aL as

1 + (6(WM-b)LMLS'/U2)(1-6(WM-b)LAS./1-12)-1

or

s,	 -1
1 + [U

2/(6(WM	
m-b)LL )-1]

Partially differentiating with respect to b, and substituting wm=

16



.5(1+a-l)b, we obtain

{azU //Thal = - (1-.56 (o1 1 -1)L fil LS. / 1. 2 ) -2 X 4U/6 (ce-i -1/ Lril Ls ' (8U/a b )

1-.56U2Lm/(6.5(a-I -1lLmLs') 2 [-Ls'+ b(ex-1 -1)L s^" Ows/ab)]

Since aw/Ob and au/ab are both positive in the normal case, one
_	 n

sufficient condition for
2 u/abaL >	 is c	 >0.

How restrictive is the condition that L
s
" �07 Obviously a

linear demand curve satisfies the condition, as does a constant

elasticity specification. In general, as long as the elasticity of

demand for secondary sector labor does not decrease too rapidly as

the wage falls, a
2 u/abaL

Evidence

The most obvious test of the model is to examine the

association between long term unemployment and the generosity of

unemployment insurance (UI) in a cross-section of countries. There

is already substantial evidence at the micro level 	 of

relationship between the duration of unemployment and the level of

unemployment insurance. Studies with data from the United States

have generally found a statistically significant, albeit small,

13
effect of unemployment insurance on unemployment duration.

a2
L/abaL>o. A more general condition is that the product of the

elasticity of L ' with respect to w
s

and the elasticity of
s

with respect to b exceed a/(1-a).
13
One widely cited study is Ehrenberg and Oaxaca (1976).

12
L">0 is not the only sufficient condition that guarantees

17



This evidence is not limited to the United States. Franz and

KOnig (1986) report that the duration of German unemployment is

higher for recipients of Arbeitslosenhilfe (the second stage of

unemployment benefits) than for nonqualifiers. In a review of long

term unemployment in France, Cd.zard (1987) finds that unemployment

of longest duration is experienced by workers who are more

extensively insured. In contrast, young clerical workers have

considerably shorter durations of unemployment. In a recent study

of Canadian males, Ham and Rea (1987) estimate a strong influence

of CI eligibility on unemployment duration, and find a signficant

effect of declining entitlement on search intensity.

A more difficult problem arises with respect to measurement.

Heterogeneity among recipients with respect to marital status,

dependents, and age introduces wide within-country variation of

the level of unemployment insurance. In addition, there are other

less easily measured components of b which may vary substantially

across countries, for example, value of leisure, other ancillary

benefits. or the returns to economic activity in the shadow

economy. We used a survey of unemployment benefits found in

Emerson (1986) for all countries, with the exception of the United

Kingdom, for which we used Burtless's (1986) reported replacement

18



14
ratios.	 A metric of percent-weeks was employed, which explicitly

accounts for the duration as well as the intensity of replacement.

When necessary, average manufacturing take-home earnings 	 as

reported by the Office of Productivity and Technology, US

Department of Labor were used to construct replacement ratios

(Sweden and Norway). The resulting extent of Ul measure is

reported in Table 3. Visual inspection reveals a substantial

difference across countries.

In Figure 2 we plots the unemployment insurance measure

against the percentage of unemployed long term unemployment

displayed in Table 1 for eleven countries. The correlation is

0.83. While it is clear that the Netherlands and Belgium

contribute much to result, their elimination only reduces the

correlation to 0. ob

In eneral there is a strono negative correlation between

change in unemployment and change in manufacturing employment

(twelve countries. 1975-1985. -0.59). Furthermore, the correlation

between changes in unemployment and those of total employment is

considerably lower (-0.24). These findings mirror those of Summers

14Emerson's estimate for replacement in the UK seemed somewhat low
at Z28.50/week for 52 weeks, or about 20% of average manufacturing
take home weekly pay, ignoring progressivity in income taxation
(since the benefit is now taxed, the ratio is a somewhat better
approximation of true replacement.) Burtless (1936) reports a 48%
replacement rate in the first year, followed by 40% the second,
which continues indefinitely. As a conservative estimate we only
considered the first two years in computing the measure for the
UK.

19



(1986) for US state data. 15 T
he model predicts a correlation of AL

and AL - which is also observed: for the twelve countries examined

the correlation is very close to unity (0.998). In contrast, the

correlation between AL and AL is for the full sample, and

0.44 when the US is dropped from the sample.

The last proposition in Section 2 implies that in the normal

case, the unemployment response to an exogenous increase in the

labor force is increasing in b. If no systematic factors are

impinoing on the countries in our sample, this implies a positive

cor17-elation of AU/AL and the unemployment insurance measure. At

first glance, the correlation is quite weak for the full sample

(0.16). However, when Spain is eliminated, for which AU/AL over

the period 1975-1985 was greater that 9, the correlation between

AU/AL and b iumps to 0.70. Dolado et.al. (1986) offer two

explanations for the Spanish case: first, a laroe number of

agricultural workers have been displaced in the past ten years,

representino an unusual structural shift less characteristic of

other industrial economies in the sample, and second, a high rate

of fraud with respect to unemployment benefits claims has inflated

the unemployment statistics.

In general the simple correlation evidence provides strong

support to the qualitative predictions in the model. While

an econometric analysis of a larger cross section of countries

15-x.. strong negative correlation exists over a ten year interval
between AU/AL"1 and the UI extent variable tr= -0.59) for twelve
countries 111, 122, 132, 134, 112, 144, 142, 138, 124e 172, 184,
and 158. But at the time of this writing a clear-cut theoretical
result with respect to OU/dbee was not yet evident.

20



would clearly be desirable, this would require additional and

comparable data on U1 provision. Future research will be directed

at expanding this data base.

Conclusions 

It is often argued that unemployment benefits or their

variation over time cannot explain the	 rise	 in	 European

unemployment. We have shown that no changg_ in the level CA

unemployment insurance need be demonstrated. In fact, for any

levE71 of b, adverse shocks to an economy with segemented labor

markets and "wait" unemployment (increases in the labor force,

changes in the terms of trade) will increase unemployment. The

model is thus consistent with very low unemployment observed in

Germany and UK in the 1960s and early 1970s.

The segmented labor market model contains some important

predictions the behavior of unemployment across countries. For any

s -
given industrial structure (i.e., e, a, L , L. etc.) unemployment

and the duration of spells will be positively correlated with the

level of unemployment insurance. In contrast to models of the last

decade which stressed the effect of UI on frequency of

unemployment spells and work attachment, we focus on the duration

16
effects, which better established empirically. 	 In addition, the

effect of demographic humps are likely to result in higher

unemployment in high b countries.

16
See Feldstein (1973) for the classic treatment of the adverse

incentive effects on employers; Fields (1977) reviews the evidence.
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In its current form, the model has evident limitations. We

note two. First, potential labor market distortions in the

secondary sector have been ignored, which may	 affect	 the

17 _
reliability of the model's predictions. with differences in

the severity of Ul administration and other aspects of b, if such

distortions are not systematic across countries and not too

variable, the overall covariance structure between the variables

should remain unaffected by such additional "noise." Second, the

difference between real and nominal shocks has been suppressed.

AlthTough the system is neutral with respect to price level changes

under absence of money illusion, sectoral price changes will have

affect either the revenue function Dr secondary sector labor

demand, and feed back into b, depending on the relative weights of

the two sectors' outputs in the consumer price index and the way

the U1 benefit is adjusted. Thus a relative price change in either

sector will affect the both wages, both employment levels, and the

rate of unemployment. This type of shock is important, especially

in the light of the openness of more mature economies to

competition from newly industrializino countries.

Finally, it hardly merits repetition that the message of this

paper is not that unemployed in Europe are lazy. As is discussed

in the text, the distinction between voluntary and involuntary

unemployment is blurred in segmented labor 	 market	 models.

17,
Such distortions may be quite important countries where labor

unions are involved in wage setting in both sectors, for example
in West Germany. See Burda and Sachs (1987).
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Moreover, the welfare implications of high versus low levels of

unemployment benefits have not been discussed. It might well be

the case that unemployed in Europe are better off than their

counterparts in the US and Japan. What should be stressed is that

variations across countries and over time of unemployment

attributable to "wait unemployment" should not be misinterpreted

as, susceptible to the usual demand management remedies.8
1

18This point is also made by Summers (198b).
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Table 1
Long Term Unemployment in OECD Countriest

1977: 1979 1986

US 4.2 8.-

Austria -/.4 8.6 12.6

France 21.6 :0.7. 47.8

FR Germany 8.5 19.9

UK '6.-; 24.8 41.1

Sweden 6.8 8.0

Norway ....8 b.7

Netherlands 1::.8 27.1 '..o.7...

Belc.1-ium 51.0 58.0 68.,;

Finland 27.0 21.1

Spain 27.1 z-J6.6

Japan 16.5 1-;.:

tFercentaQe of unemployed with current spells of more than 12
months as a fraction of total unemployment. Source: OECD
Employment Outlook, various issues.
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Table 2
Averaqe Duration of Incomplete Unemployment Spells for

Select OECD Countries (months)t

1973 1979 1982

US	 2.3 7.6

Austria ,._. 4.6

France	 9.1 9.5 13.4

FR formarl;.	 4.8 7.0 8.2

UK8.7 9.6 11. 2

Sweden	 3. 9 3.9 4.4

Norway	 1.7 2.0 2.3

Netherlands	 6.3 9..8 11.3

Belgium	 15.6 17.7. 17.7

Finland 41.0

tSource: OECD Employment Outlook,	 1983.
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Table 3
The Extent of Unemployment Insurance

(in percent-weeks)t

US 1500

Austria 1350

France 3822

FR Germany 6552

UK 4576

Sweden

Norway 2920

Netherlands 9100

Belgium 10390

Finland 4821

Spain 4760

Japan 2100

tSource;	 Emerson (1986),	 Hurtles	 (1986) and author's
calculations;	 average hourly wage for Sweden and Norway from	 US
Department of Labor, Dffice of Productivity 	 and Technology.	 See
Appendix.
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Appendix

Unemployment Benefits in 1985

United States

Japan

France

Germany

50% of earnings (approx.); 26-34 weeks + up to 13 weeks in
selected regions.

80-60% of earnings, 3-12 months depending upon age and
other criteria.

40 fr./day + 42% of earnings, 1-2 % years; also special
allowance, 3 years.

68% of earnings, up to 1 year, then 58% indefinitely.

Italy	 500 lire/day, 180 days; special lay-off benefit for
industry of 80% for 3-12 months (sometimes longer).

United Kingdom	 48% of earnings in first year, 40% in second year.

Belgium	 60% of earnings; 40% 2nd year, then 50% of minimum wage
indefinately.

Netherlands	 70% of earnings (262 fl. max. daily) for 26 weeks, then
70% with means-test up to 2 years.

Denmark	 90% of earnings (335 kr. max. daily), up to 2 % years.

Norway	 73% of earnings (310 kr. max. daily), up to 40 weeks.

Finland	 Max. 75% or earnings or 70 mark/day, up to 450 days in 3
years.

Sweden	 80-300 kr./day, 1 year.

Switzerland	 75-80% earnings, 150 days.

Austria	 60-30% earnings, varying inversely with wage up to 30
weeks.

Spain	 80% earnings, 180 days; 70% to 12th month; 60% to 18th
month.

Source: Emerson (1986) for all countries except UK; Burtless (1986) for UK.
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